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Abstract
This paper proposes a layered semantic graph representation for dialogue information. The representation factors information into several interdependent layers, facilitating efficient information
access and processing by the components in a dialogue system. We describe the layers in the
semantic graph and the function they serve in an implemented task-oriented dialogue system.
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Introduction

At Nuance Communications we are developing a conversational system for multi-turn task-oriented dialogues. The system plays the role of a virtual concierge, assisting the user with such tasks as finding
restaurants, parking, and making reservations. Interactions between system and user are flexible, supporting cross-domain, multi-intent search dialogues and allowing for the addition or revision of constraints
at any point in the exchange. Linguistically, users can express themselves in a natural way to the system,
using anaphoric expressions, asking Wh-questions, and using logical operators such as conjunction, disjunction, and negation to build complex search constraints. The system is also capable of reasoning with
temporal and spatial constraints between events.
A challenge in building dialogue systems with this level of complexity is managing the diverse kinds
of information flowing through them, such as the interpretation of natural language input, current task focus, query results from knowledge sources, and the temporal order of events. We propose using layered
semantic graphs for this purpose. As a unifying graph representation, its layers are subgraphs representing specific aspects of information relevant to dialogue management. The layers are connected and
are incrementally augmented as the dialogue unfolds. The result is a single, uniform, graphical representation of dialogue information that can be traversed and manipulated by a dialogue manager using
known graph methods. It can be easily extended to new types of information by adding new layers.
Also, the graph formalism naturally aligns with existing syntactic and semantic representations such as
dependency structures and knowledge graphs.
Layered semantic graphs facilitate complex information processing steps in dialogue understanding.
They enable canonicalization, which abstracts away from syntactic variation in user requests that doesn’t
affect meaning. They help bridge structural differences between the linguistic input and backend knowledge resources, which is necessary for interpreting user input in terms of the capabilities of the system.
The graphs also support the integration of diverse inputs and outputs for reasoning components, as well
as simple backtracking to address conflicts or inconsistencies that may arise during a dialogue.
In the rest of this paper, following a discussion of related work in section 2, we provide a detailed
description of the semantic graph layers used in our dialogue system. Section 4 discusses the versatility
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and expressivity of the approach. The paper closes with conclusions and directions for future work.
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Related Work

The idea of layered semantic graphs for dialogue management naturally arose out of a proposal for a
logic of concepts and contexts (de Paiva et al., 2007; Bobrow et al., 2005). This logical system provides
a semantics for natural language that distinguishes between conceptual and contextual structure. The
concepts and relationships between concepts making up the conceptual structure indicate the predicateargument structure of a sentence, i.e., “who does what to whom”. The contextual structure layered on
top of the conceptual structure is concerned with instantiability of concepts, e.g., concepts occurring in
negation contexts are asserted not to have instances. Separating and layering the different structures in
the semantic representation facilitates reasoning with the meaning of sentences and world knowledge for
tasks like textual inference (Bobrow et al., 2007; Boston et al., forthcoming).
The layered semantic graph approach is also related to the correspondence architecture of lexical
functional grammar (Kaplan, 1995; Asudeh, 2012). This architecture defines several levels of linguistic
representation, related to one another by correspondence functions that map between elements on different levels. The separation into levels allows for the formulation of “modular” linguistic generalizations
which govern a given level independently from others. Analogously, our semantic graphs factor dialogue
information into several interdependent layers for use by the various components in our dialogue system.
This explicit organization of information contrasts with the “latent” representations used in end-toend deep learning approaches to dialogue, e.g., Eric et al. (2017), Bordes and Weston (2017). One could,
however, imagine a neural dialogue parser that predicts the different types of information in the graph,
similar to Bapna et al. (2017). Factorization of information affords data efficiency in the sense that each
dialogue task (intent recognition, query formulation, etc.) can be learned independently.
Graph-based structures are ubiquitous in dialogue research. They are used to characterize the architecture and information flow within dialogue systems, e.g., Schlangen and Skantze (2009), to represent
dialogue state, e.g., Ramachandran and Ratnaparkhi (2015), and to structure background knowledge,
e.g., Hixon et al. (2015). Similarly, various probabilistic graphical modeling languages have been used
to provide compact and expressive representations of domain knowledge for tracking dialogue state, e.g.,
Lison (2015), or integrating multiple information sources to infer intent, e.g., Kenington and Schlangen
(2014). Our work differs from these approaches in that it doesn’t focus on the operation of specific
dialogue components or the overall architecture. Instead, this paper addresses the practical yet rarely
discussed concern of representing and integrating diverse information within a dialogue system.
More closely related to our paper, the TRIPS dialogue system (Allen et al., 2005) proposes an intermediary representation (AKRL) to connect natural language processing output to backend representations.
The layered semantic graph differs from AKRL in several meaningful ways: it does not restrict the implementation of individual components, it encodes information produced by components other than just
natural language understanding and the backend, and it is cumulative across turns in a dialogue.

3

Layered Semantic Graphs

In a layered semantic graph, the linguistic meaning representation layers are based on the conceptual
and contextual structures discussed in the previous section. To these, several new layers essential for
managing dialogues were added. Following Kalouli and Crouch (2018), the linguistic layers include
a role layer, for predicate-argument structure; a context layer, for logical operators and other clausal
contexts; a lexical layer, for conceptual and ontological information; and a link layer, for coreference and
discourse links. The dialogue-specific layers include a query layer, for queries to backend knowledge
bases; a knowledge layer, for the results returned by these queries; and several planning-related layers,
for temporal relations between multiple events.1 Each layer is composed of edges unique to that layer
and the nodes they connect. The same node may appear in multiple layers, but not so the edges.
All these layers together enable our system to reason with the meaning of dialogue utterances and
perform dialogue interpretation tasks such as intent and mention recognition, temporal reasoning, and
1

The semantic graphs in our implemented system have several additional layers which are not discussed in this paper.

backend query formulation. In the rest of this section, we will describe the linguistic and dialogue layers
in more detail, as well as the role they play in dialogue interpretation.
3.1

Linguistic Layers

The linguistic layers represent various aspects of
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Figure 1: Linguistic layers for “I want a French
determining the scope of negation, quantifiers, and
restaurant for tomorrow that is not expensive”
referential expressions. Next, a logical form, akin
to a first-order logical formula and adhering to a neo-Davidsonian view of events (Davidson, 1980; Moltmann, 2015), is derived from this structure, and then translated into the linguistic layers.
Role layer: The role graph expresses the basic propositional content of an utterance. Its member
skolem nodes correspond to the unary predicates in the logical form, which generally arise from content
words in the input utterance, and assert the existence of concepts. This layer makes no claims as to the
existence of instances of these concepts. The edges are provided by the binary and higher arity predicates
in the logical form, encoding the semantic relationships between words in the sentence.
For example, the role graph for the user utterance “I want a French restaurant for tomorrow that is
not expensive” is given in figure 1.2 The “ eq” edge between the skolem nodes labeled “restaurant” and
“x6” equates the two nodes: propositionally, the restaurant is French, expensive, and for tomorrow. The
negation of “expensive” is handled in the context layer.
Lexical layer: The lexical layer associates skolem nodes with entries in the Cognition semantic lexicon (Dahlgren, 1988). Most importantly, the lexical information for skolem nodes includes disambiguated word senses that are attached to concepts in the Cognition ontology (ibid.). Technically, the
lexical layer consists of edges labeled “lex” connecting the skolem nodes in the role graph and a set of
sense nodes, holding the lexical information.3 For example, the skolem node “French” in the example
sentence is associated with the word sense “French-1”, defined as “of France” in the Cognition lexicon.
Another possible word sense, not selected here, is “French-2”, referring to the French language.
The information in the lexical layer is crucially important for interpreting a user utterance in terms of
the tasks that the system can perform. Each task is represented as a graph whose nodes are also taken
from the Cognition ontology. Such a task graph constitues a “mini-ontology of mentions”, specifying
how a user may talk about a task. For example, the simplified task graph on the right in figure 1, for
making restaurant reservations, shows a node labeled “restaurant node” that is linked to a node labeled
“cuisine node” through an edge labeled “servesCuisine”, as restaurants typically serve a specific cuisine,
and users are likely to mention restaurants and cuisines when making restaurant reservations. Now,
the cuisine node in the task graph binds the “French” node in the role graph because in the ontology
the concept “nationality group”, which is lexically associated with the skolem node “French” through
its word sense “French-1”, is a subconcept of the concept “cuisine node”. A binding like this counts
as positive evidence for a restaurant reservation interpretation of the example sentence. Note that the
negation of “expensive”, which is not part of the role graph, is irrelevant for the purposes of binding;
a sentence like “I want a restaurant that is not expensive” is as much about restaurant reservations as a
sentence like “I want a restaurant that is expensive”.
2

For practical reasons, the translation step from logical form to semantic graph ignores certain lexical heads, such as the
personal pronouns “I” and “you”; therefore the node labeled “want” in the role graph is lacking a subject.
3
The sense nodes are not displayed in figure 1.

Context layer: Currently, the main function of the context layer is to record the scope of (nested)
logical operators in user utterances, specifically conjunction, disjunction, and negation. The interpretation of Wh-questions also relies on contexts. Contexts are represented by context nodes in the context
graph. Every context graph has a top or “true” context. Additional contexts are nested below the top
context. In the graph, nesting of contexts is represented by edges between context nodes. The label of
the incoming edge (for context nodes other than top) indicates the nature of the context (e.g., “not” for
a negation context). Every context has a head; this relationship is marked by edges labeled “hd” from a
context node to a skolem node in the role graph. The head defines the extent or scope of the context. For
example, there are three contexts in figure 1, nested in this order: the top context (node “t”), present by
default; a context for negation (node “ctx∼x7”), introduced by “not”; and a context for the predication
associated with “is” (node “ctx∼x6”). Informally, as indicated by their heads, the scope of the “true”
context is “want a French restaurant for tomorrow”, and the negation includes the node for “is” and the
predication that “x6” (equated with the restaurant) has the property “expensive”.
The context layer is also used for backend query formulation. For example, as shown in figure 1, the
node labeled “expensive” is bound to the task graph node labeled “value adj”, which eventually hooks
into the “cost” field of a restaurant query. Because “expensive” appears in a negative context in the
context graph, the relevant query term is to be negated in the query.
Link layer: The link graph is the locus of information about identities between nodes in the role graph
as induced by anaphora resolution. Inter- and intra-sentential anaphora, potentially across dialogue turns,
are resolved by the Cognition parser following the approach of Lee et al. (2013). These coreferences are
modeled in the link graph as edges between skolem nodes. The dialogue manager is able to identify
additional coreferences between mentions in user utterances and the results returned by backend queries,
as in, for example, a situation in which the dialogue manager proposes a restaurant to the user and they
subsequently ask, “When is it open”? Coreferences of this kind exist in the link graph as edges between
skolem nodes and knowledge nodes in the knowledge layer (see section 3.2). The contents of the link
graph factor into the interpretation of user utterances vis-à-vis the library of task graphs. An edge in the
link graph is interpreted as a signal to restrict the bindings of the anaphoric expression (a skolem node)
to the bindings dictated by its antecedent (a skolem node or knowledge node). Bridging anaphora, in
which an anaphoric expression indirectly refers to another expression, e.g., Nand and Yeap (2013), are
also encoded in the link layer.
3.2

Dialogue Layers

In addition to the linguistic layers, the semantic graph has been extended to include several novel dialogue
layers that assemble and keep track of information gathered from knowledge sources as well as dialogue
decisions made by various reasoning components in the system.
Query layer: The linguistic layers of a semantic graph represent linguistic meanings. However, for
a couple of reasons, they cannot be used directly to form backend queries. First, the word senses in the
lexical layer and the relations between the skolem nodes in the role graph are often not specific enough.
For example, in the utterance “I want a French restaurant for tomorrow that is not expensive”, “French”
corresponds to the word sense “French-1” in the lexical layer, meaning “of France”. Similarly, in the role
graph, the relation between “French” and “restaurant” is a generic “ property” relation (see figure 1).
Without further reasoning, we have no way of knowing that “French” refers to the cuisine served by the
restaurant, rather than to its location or the nationality of the owner. Secondly, the syntactic structure of
a sentence, and hence the role graph derived from it, does not always accurately reflect the underlying
ontological relations between query entities and their attributes. For example, in the role graph for the
sample sentence, “tomorrow” modifies “restaurant”. However, for the purposes of query formulation,
“tomorrow” is an attribute of a meal event that is not explicitly expressed in the utterance.
To address these issues, a query layer is added to encode world knowledge concepts and relationships.
The nodes and edges in the query layer mirror the structure of the task graphs discussed earlier. Dialogue
interpretation uses this correspondence, plus the bindings between the task graphs and the role layer,
to bind query nodes in the query layer to skolem nodes in the role layer. These bindings reconcile

the linguistic information with world knowledge. The query layer also helps to abstract away from
lexical and syntactic variation in utterances, i.e., variation in the linguistic layers that does not change
the interpretation.
For example, figure 2 shows the bindings behd
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necessary since the relations in the query layer are
not in a one-to-one correspondence to those in the linguistic layers.
The query layer is used to construct well-formed queries that can be understood by backend knowledge
bases. Towards that end, a query reasoner is called to fill out the query layer with additional nodes and
relations. For example, though the user did not specify a desired time, the reasoner added a new query
node “time node∼q12” to the query layer, because the system needs to have a restaurant reservation time
in order to return a useful answer to the user. Figure 2 shows the complete query graph for the sample
utterance after the query reasoner has been called.
Knowledge layer: The query results returned
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“19:00”. The knowledge layer allows the dialogue
manager to keep track of the current options available to the conversation and to change them dynamically as the dialogue unfolds. It also links the
grounded entities to their attribute values.
Planning layer: Our dialogue system can handle requests from the user to schedule events that are
temporally or spatially dependent, e.g., “Find an Italian restaurant for two people tonight. I also want to
see a comedy movie after that”. While the knowledge base can supply candidates for Italian restaurants
available at the requested time as well as movie show times, an AI planner is needed to deal with the
temporal and spatial relations between the two events in order to arrive at a cohesive plan.
The planner can retrieve all event-related information, including the event candidates and their locations and times, directly from the query and knowledge layers. However, the temporal relations expressed
in the linguistic layers are often not precise enough. We add a planning layer to address this problem.
4

An explanation of this derivation is beyond the scope of this paper.

The edges in the planning layer connect the query nodes representing events to be scheduled and are generated by a commonsense reasoner that maps linguistic temporal relations onto Allen relations (Allen,
1983; Dechter et al., 1991). For example, in figure 4, the “after” relation between “movie” and “restaurant” is translated into the Allen relation “precedes” from “meal event” to “movie event”. By combining
information from the query, knowledge, and planning layers, a planning problem can be generated.
Solution layer: When the planner finds a satisfactory plan, it is encoded in the solution layer.
The assignment edges connect the query nodes
representing the events to be scheduled to one
of their grounded knowledge nodes, meaning that
this particular assignment is part of the solution.
For example, the solution generated for the request
“comedy movie after Italian restaurant” includes
the assignments of “Lady Bird at AMC Mercado
20 at 9:25 pm on 2018-3-5” to the movie event,
and “Rulfo at 7:00 pm on 2018-3-5” to the meal
event, as shown in figure 4.

Lady Bird at AMC Mercado 20 at 9:25 PM on 2018-3-5
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Figure 4: Planning layers for “comedy movie after
Conflict and relaxation layers: The planner
Italian restaurant”
cannot always find a perfect plan satisfying all user
requirements. When confronted with an over-subscribed problem, the planner tries to suggest an alternative solution by relaxing some temporal or domain constraints (Yu et al., 2016a; Yu et al., 2016b). An
example of a temporally relaxed recommendation is “You wanted a movie after your restaurant reservation tonight. Since typically your restaurant reservation lasts between 2.5 hours and 3.5 hours, I cannot
find a plan. However, if you shorten the time to 2 hours, Rulfo is available at 7:00 pm today. Then Lady
Bird is showing at AMC Mercado 20 at 9:25 pm. Is that ok?”. Here the system presents the temporal
conflicts that render the original planning problem as stated by the user unsolvable. Then it suggests
shortening the meal event and presents the resulting plan.
In order to keep track of this information, we
add conflict and relaxation layers to the semantic graph. The conflict layer encodes the temporal conflicts, either as a duplicate of the planning
edge representing the temporal constraint causing the conflict, e.g., the “precedes” relation from
“meal event” to “movie event” in figure 4, or as a
new temporal conflict edge representing a default
constraint, e.g., the duration of the “meal event”
in the same figure. A temporal relaxation is represented as an edge that is similar to the planning
edge representing the original temporal constraint,
but relaxed. Figure 4 shows the temporal relaxation of the meal event duration to 2 hours.
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Figure 5: Domain relaxation for “find a Chinese
restaurant”

When temporal relaxation is not sufficient to find a solution, it may be preferable to relax a domain
constraint instead. For example, when the system can’t find a Chinese restaurant at the requested time,
it may suggest a Japanese restaurant instead. Here a domain conflict is represented in the conflict layer
as a domain conflict edge, which is essentially a duplicate of the original grounding edge representing
the domain constraint causing the conflict. As an example, in figure 5 there is a domain conflict edge
between “cuisine node” and the knowledge node “Chinese”, meaning the constraint of “Chinese restaurant” is what rendered the problem unsolvable. Since a domain relaxation replaces the value of a domain
constraint, a domain relaxation edge is an edge from the knowledge node representing the attribute
value being relaxed (e.g., “Chinese”) to a knowledge node representing the newly suggested value (e.g.,
“Japanese”). The user may reject the suggested domain relaxation, causing the system to suggest yet

another value. The relaxation chain is then extended by adding another domain relaxation edge from the
last relaxed knowledge node to a new one (e.g., “Korean”), as shown in figure 5. This flexible representation allows the planner to freely explore the relaxation search space and enables the dialogue manager
to keep track of the relaxation paths and retract a previously relaxed constraint if needed.
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Assessment

Since this paper focuses on representation rather than processing, we chose not to include an extrinsic
evaluation on some dialogue task. Instead, in this section we assess the versatility and expressivity of
layered semantic graphs. Versatility means the graphs impose no constraints on the formalisms used
in the components of the dialogue system. This will be demonstrated for the linguistic layers and the
query layer. Regarding expressivity, we will compare the planning layer with other planning languages
in terms of their ability to capture information pertinent to solving planning problems. We will also give
an example of a multi-turn, multi-intent dialogue to illustrate how layered semantic graphs are applicable
beyond single shot scenarios and accumulate information throughout a conversation.
One of the goals of layered semantic graphs is
storage_event~q1
t
hd
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put of the NLU component in our dialogue system. However, NLU approaches based on statistiFigure 6: Layered semantic graph for statistical
cal methods and machine learning are also widely
NLU output of “Find valet or covered parking”
used in spoken dialogue systems, and commonly
employ semantic frame based representations (Wang et al., 2011). For example, the semantic frame for
“Find valet or covered parking” may look like this: {“nluSlots”: {“INTENTION”: [“search parking”],
“type”: [{“OR”: [“covered”,“valet”]}], “relative location”: “near”}}. Here the attribute-value pairs
in the semantic frame essentially are the bindings between the skolem nodes in the user utterance and
the query nodes in the query graph. Similarly, the nested logical operator “OR” directly corresponds
to the context nodes in the context layer. We have implemented a translation method for an existing
statistical NLU component, which for the example sentence outputs the layered semantic graph given
in figure 6. The linguistic layers in this graph are much more simplistic than those resulting from deep
NLU, as the layered semantic graph is merely a representation of the outputs from the components in
the dialogue system. In a similar fashion, one can define more complex translations into a graph’s linguistic layers from semantic representation languages such as AMR (Banarescu et al., 2013) and more
application-specific formalisms like AMRL (Kollar et al., 2018).5
Another objective of the semantic graph is to encode planning problems while preserving the semantic meanings behind all the task and constraint models. Many languages exist for encoding planning
problems. PDDL ((McDermott et al., 1998)) is an early and widely used formalism, and its latest developments support a large set of features, such as temporal constraints (Fox and Long, 2003), non-linear
objectives (Gerevini and Long, 2005), and probabilistic effects (Younes and Littman, 2004). However,
designed as abstract formalisms for describing planning domains, they are unable to preserve the semantic meanings or the mapping with dialogue inputs, yet these are key features for the dialogue manager
to function. Prior work on planner-based dialogue management systems require extra translation and
state-keeping layers to fill the gap (Allen et al., 2001). Layered semantic graphs encode temporal planning problems using time-evolved goals, and use a single model for both the planning domains and the
problems. The approach also supports a rich set of temporal constraints from the STN (Dechter et al.,
1991) and STNU (Morris et al., 2001) formalisms to more precisely model temporal relations.
5
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The semantic graph model is not mutually exclusive with existing planning languages: many features
in PDDL, RDDL and RMPL can be incorporated into it. For example, in order to generate robust
travel plans in real-world traffic, we have extended the temporal constraint encoding to model temporal
uncertainty using set-bounded (from the STNU formalism) and probabilistic approaches (from the pSTN
formalism, Santos Jr and Young (1999)). Improving the expressivity of semantic graphs for preference,
uncertainty and multi-agent modeling is key for many applications in the dialogue management field,
and is part of our future work.
One important requirement for the semantic
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that.” Figure 7 shows the resulting semantic graph
for this dialogue. The date node and time node are
Figure 7: Layered semantic graph for the multistill bound to “tonight” in the first user utterance.
turn multi-intent dialog
However, the cuisine node is no longer bound to
“American” but instead to “Italian” specified in the second user utterance. Additionally, “that” in the
third user utterance is anaphorically linked to the knowledge node proposed by the system in the previous system utterance. This is a perfect example of how information can be resolved and accumulated in
a consistent manner and preserved in the semantic graph.
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Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented a layered semantic graph that provides a unified graphical representation
of various types of information flowing through a complex task-oriented dialogue system. The graph is
expressive, containing a wide range of linguistic information extracted from user utterances, as well as
keeping track of non-linguistic information produced by the knowledge sources and reasoners used in
the system. All this information, though diverse, is intimately interrelated. We have also illustrated the
versatility of the approach: the use of layered semantic graphs is not tied to specific implementations or
internal representations of the dialogue components.
Instead of accumulating all dialogue information into a single monolithic representation, we explicitly
factor it into layers according to the unique characteristics of each reasoner in the dialogue system. This
allows for a modular separation of information, while preserving the connections between the layers,
making finding, accessing, and processing information more tractable. Each reasoner only needs to
look in the relevant layers to find the data it needs. Its output, in turn, can easily be integrated into the
graph, with a clear delineation of consistency between the layers. Additionally, when information or
recommendations need to be retracted, the chain of reasoning can be traced back across the layers.
The layered semantic graph is also extensible. In this paper, we have described the layers we need to
support the functionality in scope for our task-oriented dialogue system. Other dialogue settings, e.g.,
multi-agent tasking, require additional richness. When building a dialogue system, we can add new
layers to the graph to accommodate new reasoning components, keeping the information flow smooth
and consistent across the system. This flexibility is a powerful feature for practical dialogue system
engineering. It has become a central part of the dialogue state in our system, and has proven essential in
being able to carry on a consistent, flexible, natural and complex dialogue with the user.
For future work, we plan to build a better visualization toolkit for the graph in order to aid in system
building, debugging, and information display. We also plan to explore the possibility of encoding and
reasoning with other contextual information in the context layer, such as propositional attitudes.
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